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Abstract 
Skubiszewski, M., Binary periodic synchronizing sequences, Theoretical Computer Science 102 
(1992) 253-281. 
In this article, we consider words over {0, 1). The autodistance ofsuch a word is the lowest among the 
Hamming distances between the word and its images by circular permutations other than identity; 
the word’s reverse autodistance is the highest among these distances. For each 1>2, we study the 
words of length I whose autodistance and reverse autodistance are close to f/2 (we call such words 
synchronizing sequences). 
We establish, for every 12 3, an upper bound on the autodistance of words of length 1. This upper 
bound, called up(l), is very close to l/2. 
We briefly describe the maximal-period linear recurring sequences, a previously known family of 
words over {0, 1); such words exist for every length of the form 1=2”- 1 and their autodistances 
achieve the upper bound up(l). 
Examples of words whose autodistance and reverse autodistance are both equal or close to up(l) 
are discussed; we describe the method (based on simulated annealing) which was used to find the 
examples. 
We prove that, for sufficiently large I, an arbitrarily high proportion of words of length I will have 
both their autodistance and reverse autodistance very close to up(l). 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Subject of the article 
Modern radio techniques, including radar and spread-spectrum communications, 
make use of finite sequences of bits exhibiting various correlation properties (e.g. [S], 
[2] Chapters 10 and 12, Cl]). The correlation properties of a sequence measure how 
easily it can be distinguished, after a transmission with errors, from other related 
sequences (the notion of related sequences is application-dependent). 
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We study here two correlation properties, the autodistance and the reverse autodis- 
tance. The autodistance measures how well, in the worst case, the receiver will be able 
to distinguish between the sequence and a nonidentical circular permutation of it (in 
this case, we consider that circular permutations of a sequence are related to it). The 
reverse autodistance measures the difficulty that the receiver will have, in the worst 
case, distinguishing between the sequence and a circular permutation of its one’s 
complement (here, we consider that circular permutations of the one’s complement of 
a sequence are related to the sequence). 
In this study, we focus on searching for, and estimating the number of, sequences 
that exhibit a high autodistance (the synchronizing sequences) and those that exhibit 
both a high autodistance and a low reverse autodistance (the double synchronizing 
sequences). 
1.2. Contents 
Section 2 of the article introduces the necessary notation and mathematical objects 
(including precise definitions of autodistance and reverse autodistance). 
In Section 3, we investigate which values the autodistance and reverse autodistance 
can attain. We establish, for each length 1, an upper bound on the autodistance of 
sequences of this length (Section 3.1); we complete this basic result with several 
remarks about the reverse autodistance of certain classes of sequences (Sections 
3.2-3.3). 
In Sections 4-6, we either find, or prove the existence of, sequences whose autodis- 
tance and reverse autodistance approach the previously established bounds. 
In Section 4, quoting already known results [4], we introduce the maximal-period 
linear recurring sequences, a family of double synchronizing sequences which achieve 
the bounds for certain lengths 1. 
In Section 5, we describe examples of double synchronizing sequences whose 
lengths are between 3 and 405; these examples achieve, or almost achieve, the bounds. 
We present a computational method, based on simulated annealing, which we used to 
find the examples. 
In Section 6, we establish a theorem implying that among very long sequences of 
bits, almost all have their autodistances and reverse autodistances close to the 
respective bounds. 
2. Definitions and notation 
2.1. Basic notation 
0 inj greatest common divisor (GCD) of i, jEN. 
l [a.. b] interval {iEZIa<i<b}. 
l [a.. b) interval { iEZ 1 ad i < b}. 
. Nz+ 
0 {0,1}2+ 
l {O,l>’ 
l ISI IEl 
l IS10 ISI1 
. (Fx)xex 
l IPI‘4 
l ALIB 
l xA 
0 S[i] 
l TP 
. w, n 
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set of natural numbers 22. 
set of words over (0, l} of length 22. 
for IEN~ + , set of words over (0, l> of length 1. 
length of the word SE{O, l}‘+; cardinality of the set E. 
number of zeros (resp. ones) in SE(O, 1}2+. 
the family of elements F,, indexed by elements XEX; by definition, 
I(~*Lexl=IXl. 
number of elements of the family 9 belonging to the set A; if 
F=(F,.),,x, then 
symmetrical difference between sets: A fl B = (A u B) - (A n B). 
for XER and A c R, the set {xy I SEA}; the definitions of A+x and A-x 
are analogous. 
for SE{O, 1}2+ and 0 < i < IS 1, the ith digit of S. 
circular permutation by p of words from (0, 1}2+: 
r,(S)[i]=S[(i+p)modlSI]. 
for S, TE{O, l)‘, the Hamming distance between S and T: 
d(S,T)=I{iQO..I)IS[i]#T[i]}I. 
2.2. Notation of objects dejined in the article 
l 4s) for SE{O, 112+, the autodistance of S (Definition 2.1). 
0 d’(S) for SE(O, 1}2+, the reverse autodistance of S (Definition 2.2). 
l up(l) for IEN, 123, up(l)=2L(1+ 1)/4J (Definition 3.2). 
2.3. Autodistance and synchronizing sequences 
Definition 2.1 (autodistance). For SE{O, l} ‘+, the autodistance of S is the minimum of 
the Hamming distances between S and all its images by circular permutations other 
than identity: 
d(S)= min d(S,T,(S)). 
PEIl..ISI) 
Definition 2.2 (reuerse autodistance). For SE{O, 1j2+, the reverse autodistance of S is 
the maximum of the Hamming distances between S and all its images by circular 
permutations: 
d’(S)= max d(S,z,(S)). 
PS~O..lSO 
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Examples: The null word of any length satisfies d(S) = d’(S) = 0. The words 001 and 
0011 satisfy 
d(OOl)=d’(001)=2, 
d(OOll)=2, 
d’(0011)=4. 
Definition 2.3 (optimal synchronizing sequence). An optimal synchronizing sequence of 
length HEN,+ is a word SE{O, 1)’ whose autodistance is maximal; in symbols, 
SE{O, 1) ’ is an optimal synchronizing sequence if and only if 
V( TE(O, l}‘) d(T)<d(S). 
Informally, we call any word SE(O, 1)’ whose autodistance is maximal or nearly 
maximal a synchronizing sequence of length 1. 
Definition 2.4 (double-optimal synchronizing sequence). A double-optimal synchroniz- 
ing sequence of length 1eN2 + is a word SE{O, l}’ whose autodistance is maximal, and 
whose reverse autodistance is minimal among all words in (0, l}’ having the maximal 
autodistance; in symbols, SE{O, 1)’ is a double-optimal synchronizing sequence if and 
only if 
V(B(O, 1)‘) d( T)<d(S) V (d( T)=d(S) A d’( T)>d’(S)). 
Informally, any word SE(O, l}’ whose autodistance is maximal or nearly maximal 
and whose reverse autodistance is, among the words having the same autodistance as 
S, minimal or nearly minimal, will be called a double synchronizing sequence of length 1. 
Definition 2.5 (uniform sequence). A uniform sequence is a word SE(O, l}‘+ such that 
d(S)=d’(S). 
It follows from Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 above that the sequence SE{O, l}‘+ is 
uniform if and only if the number d(S, z(S)), where t is a nonidentical circular 
permutation, does not depend on the choice of r. 
Examples: The null word of any length is a uniform sequence. A word of any length 
containing a unique 1 and having all other digits equal to 0 is a uniform sequence. 
Definition 2.6 (uniform optimal synchronizing sequence). A word from (0, l)*+ is 
a un$orm optimal synchronizing sequence if it is a uniform sequence and an optimal 
synchronizing sequence. 
Informally, any word from (0, 1}2’ which is both a uniform sequence and a syn- 
chronizing sequence will be called a untform synchronizing sequence. 
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It follows from the definitions above that a uniform optimal synchronizing se- 
quence is also a double-optimal synchronizing sequence. 
Example: The word 001 is a uniform optimal synchronizing sequence. Long opti- 
mal synchronizing sequences are never trivial. 
3. Bounds on synchronizing sequence characteristics 
Theorem 3.1 establishes an upper bound on the autodistances of synchronizing 
sequences. Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 establish that uniform synchronizing sequences of 
certain forms do not exist. Theorem 3.8 states that all optimal synchronizing se- 
quences in a certain category are uniform. 
3.1. An upper bound on the autodistance 
Theorem 3.1 (an upper bound on the autodistance). For every IeN, 12 3, the autodis- 
tance of every word SE{O, l}’ is less than or equal to the value given in Table 1 (for neZ). 
Table 1 
I=(SI d(S) 
4n 2n 
4nfl 2n 
4n+2 2n 
4n+3 2n+2 
Definition 3.2 (up( 
up( 1). 
1)). For every 12 3, the upper bound given in Table 1 is denoted as 
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, let us establish two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3 (parity of d(S)). The autodistance of every word SE{O, 1}2+ is even. 
Proof. By Definition 2.1, for some poN we have d(S) = d(S, z,(S)). It is, therefore, 
sufficient o prove that the Hamming distance between a word SE(O, 1}2+ and any of 
its circular permutations is even. 
Let T be a circular permutation of S. We define, for x, y~(0, l}, the four sets 
A,,={iE[O..(SJ)IS[i]=x A T[i]=y}, 
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which trivially have the following properties: 
lSl~=lA~ol+lA~~l, 
IUI=IAJ~I+IAIII, 
4% U=I&I I +IAlol. 
These equations, together with the fact that ISI 1 = I TI1, imply 
4% 73=2IAo1l; 
so, d(S, T) is even. 0 
Lemma 3.4 (a weaker version of Theorem 3.1). For 1 B 3, the autodistance of every 
word SE(O, l}’ is less than or equal to [l/21. 
Proof. Let SE{O, l}‘. We define for i~[0.. 1) and XE{O, l} 
N,[i]=J{pEIO..l)~Zp(S)[li]=X}). 
By definition of r,(S), 
N,[i]=\{pE[O..I)(S[(i+p)mod/]=x)( 
and, regardless of i, 
~xc~l=lslx~ 
Let us define the total autodistance of S, denoted by K, as 
l-l 
K= 1 4% T,(S)). 
p=o 
By definition of d(S, T), K satisfies: 
I-1 
K= C I(i~[O..l)~S[i]#~p(S)[il}l 
p=o 
= c Iv1[il+ c NolId 
io[O..l) ie[O..l) 
S[i]=O S[i]= 1 
=itr;,r) lsll+ 1 Islo [by U)l, 
is[O..l) 
S[i]=O S[i]= 1 
~=2lSlolSI1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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The autodistance of S is, by definition, the minimum of the family (d(S, z,(S))),,t, _ll. 
Let us define the average autodistance of S, denoted by M, as the average of the same 
family: 
M $1; d(S, rp(S)) 
I-1 . 
(4) 
This definition implies that Mad(S). 
Equations (2) and (4) and the fact that d(S, T~( S)) = 0 lead to the following expres- 
sion for M: 
=“‘;“1”‘l [by (3)]. (5) 
Zj 1 is even, M is maximal for ( S I0 = 1 S 1 I = l/2, and we have 
M < 2(u-) cm 
’ I-1 ’ 
i.e. 
1 1 
“~z+2(1-1/1)’ 
Since 12 3, 
Since d(S)<M and d(S)EZ, 
d(S)<;, 
and the lemma holds for 1 even. 
If 1 is odd, M is maximal for 1 S I,, = (I- 1)/2 and 1 S) 1 = (I+ 1)/2. We have, therefore, 
M<w2+ l/2)(1/2- l/2) \ 
l-1 ’ 
i.e. 
M<1+1 
’ 2 ’ 
Then, 
(6) 
and the lemma holds for 1 odd. 0 
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Table 2 
4n 2n 
4nfl 2n+l 
4n+2 2n+l 
4n+3 2n+2 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Lemma 3.4 implies that, for 123, no word can have an 
autodistance greater than the value d(S) listed in Table 2. Lemma 3.3 says that no 
word can have an autodistance of the form 2n + 1, which makes us deduce the table in 
Theorem 3.1 from the one above. 0 
3.2. Nonexistence of certain uniform sequences 
Lemma 3.5 (domain of d’( S)). For any word SE (0, l}‘, HEN, + , the reuerse auto&stance 
of S is even and satisjes 
d(S)<d’(S)bl. (7) 
Proof. Substitution of d’(S) for d(S) in the proof of Lemma 3.3 gives the evenness of 
d’(S). Relation (7) results directly from the definitions of autodistance and reverse 
autodistance. 0 
Theorem 3.6 (nontrivial uniform sequences for I - 1 prime). Let HEN, + and let l- 1 be 
prime. Then, among the words SE{O, l}‘, exactly those verifying one of the conditions, 
lSl,=O, (8) 
lSlo= 1, (9) 
lSl0=1, (10) 
IS(o=l- 1, (11) 
are uniform sequences. 
Proof. The reader may easily verify the fact that each of the conditions (8))(11) 
implies that S is a uniform sequence. 
Supposing that 1- 1 is prime and that SE(O, l}’ is a uniform sequence, let us prove 
that one of the relations (8)-(11) holds. From the definitions of autodistance and 
reverse autodistance, we get 
v(PE[l ..I)) d(S)dd(S,z,(S))<d’(S), 
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which implies that M, the average autodistance of S, defined by (4), satisfies 
d(S)<Mdd’(S). 
Since d(S) =d’(S), we successively get 
M=d(S), 
MEAN [from Lemma 3.31, 
21% ISll 
l_ 1 cm [from (VI, 
ISId -ISlo)~(l- l)N, 
~SI,E(I--1)N or (l-lSl,,)~(2-1)N [since I-1 is prime]. 
Relation (12) implies that one of the conditions (8)-(11) holds. q 
(12) 
Theorem 3.7 (uniform optimal synchronizing sequences). Let IEN,+. Zf one of the 
following holds, 
(i) 1=4n, where neN and &$N, 
(ii) l= 4n + 1, where nEN and ,/G$N, 
(iii) 1=4n+2, where nEN and J%?#N, 
then no uniform sequence SE(O, I>’ will satisfy the equality d(S)= up( 1). 
Proof. Suppose that SE{O, l}’ is a uniform sequence with d(S)=d’(S)=up(l). Then, 
reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we can say that M, the average autodistance 
of S, satisfies 
M=d(S), 
which, by (5), translates into 
2lSlo(~-lSIo)=(~-l)uP(~). 
If (i) holds, then l= 4n, and (13) becomes 
ISI;-4nISJ,+4n2-n=O. 
(13) 
Solving this second degree equation in I SJO, we deduce that (13) is equivalent to 
lSlo=2n+JjI or (SJ,=2n-&, 
which is impossible since &+!N. 
If (ii) holds, then (13) becomes 
ISJZ-(4n+1)IS10+4n2=0, 
ISI,=)(4n+ 1 +J8n+l) or )S10=)(4n+ l-JgZl), (14) 
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Recalling that the square root of a natural number is either natural or irrational, we 
deduce that ,,/G is irrational. Therefore, the alternative (14) implies that 1 S I,, is 
irrational, which is impossible. 
Zf (iii) holds, then (13) becomes 
/SI;-2(2n+l)ISI,+(4n+l)n=o, 
(S(o=2n+1+J3n+l or ISlo=2n+1-&Zi, 
which is impossible since ,/G$N. 0 
(15) 
3.3. Uniformity of certain sequences 
Theorem 3.8 (certain sequences are uniform). For 1=4n+ 3, nEN, every word from 
(0, l}’ whose autodistance is equal to up( I), is a uniform optimal synchronizing sequence. 
Theorem 4.1 below says that sequences atisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8 
exist for 1 = 2” - 1, ng N, + . In Section 5.2 (Fig. 2 and Table 3) examples of sequences 
are quoted for 1=3,7,11,15,19,23,31,35. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let S satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Then S is, by 
Theorem 3.1 and by the definition of up(l), an optimal synchronizing sequence. 
Let us prove that S is a uniform sequence. We use M, as defined by Eq. (4) in the 
proof of Lemma 3.4. Since 1 is odd, we can, as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, obtain 
inequality (6). This inequality and the fact that d(S) = (I+ 1)/2 imply that M < d( S). 
Since M is, by definition, greater than or equal to d(S), we get 
M=d(S). 
The average and the minimum of the finite family of integers (d(S, T,(S))),,~~ ..rj are 
then equal. All the numbers in the family are, therefore, equal and d’(S)=d(S). 0 
4. Maximal-period linear recurring sequences 
Theorem 4.1 (up (1) is optimal for I= 2”- 1). For every 1 of the form l= 2” - 1, neNz+, 
there exists a word S,E{O, l}’ satisfying 
d(S,)=d’(S,)=up( 1). (16) 
Since this theorem is a straightforward corollary of known results, we will not quote 
the proof in its entirety. Instead, we only describe a way to construct he sequence S,. 
The proof that this construction is correct and that the resulting S, satisfies relation 
(16) is a direct consequence of well-known results from the theory of finite fields 
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(see e.g. [4], paragraphs 2.11, 6.32, 6.33 and 7.44). The construction itself is discussed 
in detail by Sarwate and Pursley ([7], Section 3). 
Construction: Let GF2 denote the Galois field of order 2 (i.e. the field composed of 
elements 0 and 1) and GF2 [ X] the ring of polynomials over GF2. 
For every neNz + , there exists in GF2 [X] at least one primitive polynomial of 
degree n (see [43, 2.11). Let us choose one such polynomial and call it P,; the 
coefficients of P,, will be called p,,, . . ..p., (with P,,= 1): 
P, can be used as the characteristic polynomial to build an infinite linear feedback 
sequence of bits Sb. To build Sb, we arbitrarily choose its first n bits 
%COl, .-., Sh[n- 11, with the only restriction that these bits may not be all equal to 
0 (this gives us 2”- 1 different choices of Sk). Then, we define the other bits of SA by the 
recurrence formula 
O=poSA[i]+pIS~[i+l]+...+pnSb[i+n] (for any iEN), 
which translates into 
(17) 
Sj,[i+n]=poS~[i]+p,S~[i+l]+~~~+p,_lS~[i+n-l] (for any iEN). 
(18) 
The sequence Sh is periodic and its least period is I= 2” - 1 (see [4], 6.33). We define 
S, to be the left factor of SL of length 1 (therefore, S, represents one period of S;). 
S, satisfies (16) (see [4], 7.44). 
Consequences of Theorem 4.1: Theorem 4.1 implies that for all values 1 of the form 
2”- 1, the upper bound up( 1) is achieved by some word from (0, I>‘. For these values 
of 1 the upper bound up( 1) cannot, therefore, be improved. 
The results presented in the remainder of this article imply that, in fact, the upper 
bound up( 1) is optimal or nearly optimal for any length 1. 
5. Example double synchronizing sequences 
5.1. How the examples have been bound 
Simulated annealing, the technique used here to find double synchronizing se- 
quences, was first described by Kirkpatrick et al. [3]. Let us describe briefly both the 
technique and the way in which it has been adapted to our problem. 
Simulated annealing is an optimization algorithm. It provides approximate solu- 
tions to difficult problems (i.e. to problems for which finding the global optimum 
would involve an extremely long computing time). More precisely, for a set $5, on 
which is defined a function, called energy, 6’: X+R, simulated annealing will try to 
find an element XEX such that E(x) be as low as possible. 
In our case, the algorithm is run separately for each value of 1 and we have 
5Y = (0, l}‘. When searching for synchronizing sequences, we try to maximize d(x); 
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therefore, C?(X)=-_(X). When searching for double synchronizing sequences, we try 
both to maximize d(x) and to minimize d’(x). In this case, the choice of & is not 
obvious; after experimentation, the author chose &(x) = d’(x) - 3d(x), although various 
other formulas apparently lead to identical results. 
Simulated annealing requires that for every XE.%?, a set of neighbors N(x) be 
defined. Intuitively, x and y are neighbors (i.e. YEN(X)) if they are similar in a way 
implying that c?(x)x&(Y). In our case, we consider that two words from (0, 1)’ are 
neighbors if their Hamming distance is equal to 0 or 1. For the two energy functions 
mentioned above, this implies that if YE,+‘+(X), then respectively I&‘(x)-L?( y)l<2 or 
I&(x)-a(y)I 
The simulated annealing algorithm is a loop composed of a high number of similar 
steps. In each step, the algorithm tries to update the current solution XEX. To do so, it 
randomly chooses a solution yam. Then, if y is better than x (i.e. &(y)<&(x)), 
y replaces x and becomes the current solution. Otherwise (i.e. if d(y)>&(x)), one of 
the two possibilities is randomly selected: either, with probability p =e(8(x)-w(y))is, 
y replaces x and becomes the current solution, or, with probability 1 -p, x remains the 
current solution and y is discarded. 
The current solution x present after the last step is output by the algorithm to be 
considered as its result. 
The parameter 6 is a positive real number, called temperature; it decreases slowly 
during the computation from a problem-dependent initial value to zero. Note that for 
8 very high, the algorithm reduces to random walking through the search space X’, 
regardless of the energy function (because for 0 high, always px 1); for 8 ~0, the 
algorithm descends quickly towards a local minimum of 8. For intermediate values of 
0, the algorithm randomly walks through 55, visiting more frequently elements x with 
C?(x) low. 
5.2. What we can learn from the examples 
The curve on Fig. 1 (and its magnified version, Fig. 2) shows, for each 1~[3.. 4051, 
the autodistance and the reverse autodistance of the best double synchronizing 
sequence found for the length 1 by simulated annealing. The autodistance can be 
compared to up(I), also shown in the figures. Table 3 reproduces part of these results. 
5.2.1. The autodistance 
For 3 < 1~ 42, the autodistance of the examples is, with the exceptions of I= 27 and 
I= 39, equal to up( I). For the particular cases of 1 = 27 and l= 39, exhaustive searches 
showed that there are no synchronizing sequences with autodistance equal to up(l)‘; 
the examples found for these two values of 1 are, therefore, optimal. 
1 For I = 39, the exhaustive search was performed by Mark Shand [8] using a carefully optimized search 
program. 
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Fig. 1. Autodistance and reverse autodistance of example sequences as a function of their lengths 1. The 
lower line shows the autodistance of the best double synchronizing sequence found by simulated annealing 
for each length. The upper, dotted line shows the reverse autodistance of the same sequences. The middle, 
perfectly regular line shows up(I). 
Fig. 2. A fragment of the curves from Fig. 1, magnified. 
We are thus certain that, for 1~42 (as well as for 1= 45,46,49,50,54; see Fig. 2), the 
simulated annealing program actually found optimal synchronizing sequences. For 
these values, with the exceptions of 1=27 and 1= 39, the upper bound of Theorem 3.1 
is exact. For 1=27 and 1= 39, the maximal autodistance is less than up(l), and 
Theorem 3.1 could be improved to take this fact into account. 
According to Theorem 4.1, for lengths of the form I= 2” - 1, some sequences achieve 
the upper bound up(l). Therefore, for 1=63,127,255, the simulated annealing pro- 
gram found only suboptimal synchronizing sequences. 
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Table 3 
Examples of synchronizing sequences 
= ISI d(S) d’(S) S 
3 2 2 100 
4 2 2 0100 
5 2 2 01000 
6 2 2 000100 
I 4 4 1110100 
8 4 6 11100010 
9 4 6 110000010 
10 4 6 0000010110 
11 6 6 10001001011 
12 6 8 111001100101 
13 6 6 1000000101001 
14 6 8 11100100010000 
15 8 8 000100110101111 
16 8 10 1101110000011010 
17 8 10 11001101101010001 
18 8 10 110010110010000101 
19 10 10 1001111010100001100 
20 10 12 01000011011011000101 
21 10 12 011110000100101110110 
22 10 12 0100001010001001111011 
23 12 12 00000101001100110101111 
24 12, 14 100011110110110000010101 
25 12 14 1011000110000000101110100 
26 12 14 10010100111110001000100010 
27 12 14 110100010111001100000000010 
28 14 16 0111001111110100100110101000 
29 14 16 00000101100111111001010011101 
30 14 16 111001100101101010111000111111 
31 16 16 1111011010011000001110010001010 
32 16 18 00010001011001000111011010111100 
33 16 18 100100111000111011101000010000101 
34 16 18 1010001111011010010011001100000010 
35 18 18 00000111000101101100101011110110001 
36 18 20 100010011110111100001011010001011000 
37 18 20 0011011010111010001100001000110111101 
38 18 20 01010001000000011001111000110110100001 
39 18 20 010010110101110011100000011101000100010 
40 20 24 0001000011101000110100110011010110110111 
41 20 22 00011101011111000001001010000100110110001 
42 20 22 111111010000001000100110001010010010111000 
43 20 22 1110110001010111100100111101001110010111011 
44 20 22 11110110100111111100111110101010011001001110 
45 22 26 001000110001101000101110001011010011011111101 
46 22 26 1011010110111010010001000111110001110010010111 
47 22 26 01111010101000101101011000001100010011110011011 
48 22 26 011011000110001010101110010010111101000000011000 
49 24 28 0100001101011101111110110000011100110110000101010 
50 24 28 11000010110111001010011001101110101110000100000110 
For 1=43,44,48, by systematically searching through a significant fraction of 
(0, l}‘, Mark Shand [S] found words achieving up( 1); the best examples found by 
simulated annealing for these values of 1 are, therefore, nonoptimal. 
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For all values of 1 not mentioned above, we do not know whether the synchronizing 
sequences found using simulated annealing are optimal; nor do we know whether 
up(l) is the exact upper bound for these values. Unlike for 1~44, the exhaustive 
search, which costs O(2’) in time, cannot be applied to answer these questions. 
5.2.2. The reverse autodistance of optimal synchronizing sequences 
Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.7 imply that the examples found for 1~{3.. 15, 17.. 21, 
23, 24, 26, 28.. 33, 35, 37, 42) are double-optimal synchronizing sequences. 
As indicated in Section 52.1, for 1=27 there are no words SE{O, 11’ with 
d(S)=up( 1); a computation analogous to these in the proof of Theorem 3.7 shows 
that there is also no word of this length with d(S) =d’(S)= up( l)-2. Therefore, the 
corresponding example is a double-optimal synchronizing sequence. 
For 1= 16,22,25, exhaustive searches showed that there is no word SE(O, l}’ 
satisfying d(S) = d’(S) = up (1); the corresponding examples are, therefore, double- 
optimal synchronizing sequences. 
For 1~{34,36,38,40,41,45,46,49,50,54}, the examples found are optimal syn- 
chronizing sequences, but the author has not been able to establish whether they are 
double-optimal. 
6. Double synchronizing sequences of length l++w, 
6.1. The result 
Theorem 6.1 (double synchronizing sequences for large 1). Let c(ER, O<cr< 1. There 
exists a function E : N, + +R + such that lim + 3. E = 0 and that for every IEN, 123, there 
are at least a2’ distinct words SE{O, l}’ satisfying 
up(l)-k(l)<d(S)Gd’(S)dup(l)+le(l). 
6.2. How the proof is organized 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is long. Let us summarize it here. 
Section 6.3 states two capital lemmas from which the theorem directly results. 
Section 6.4 defines several notational conventions. 
Section 6.5 contains auxiliary lemmas, which recall generally known mathematical 
facts. 
Sections 6.6-6.9 contain the proof of the first capital lemma. 
In Section 6.6, we choose a function E which, as we will prove, satisfies both capital 
lemmas (and, thus, the theorem). We define then the set EC (0, l}’ of words whose 
autodistance is less than up( l)-&(l)l, and we represent it as equal to the union of 
a family of sets called E,,D. 
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Then, in Sections 6.7 and 6.8, we establish intermediate results which will enable us 
to estimate the cardinals of the sets E,,D. Finally, in Section 6.9, we use these results to 
prove that lEl <(( 1- c()/2)2’, from what the first capital lemma results. 
In Section 6.10, rather than fully describing the proof of the second capital lemma, 
we simply indicate in which ways it differs from the proof of the first capital lemma. 
6.3. The two capital lemmas 
Theorem 6.1 follows in a straightforward way from the two following lemmas. 
Capital Lemma 6.2 (autodistance for high 1). Let CXER, O< (Y < 1. There exists a func- 
tion &:Nz+ -+R+ such that lim. a: E=O and for every 1eN, 123, there are at most 
((1 -cr)/2)2’ distinct words SE{O, 1)’ such that 
d(S)<up(l)-l&(l). 
Capital Lemma 6.3 (reverse autodistance for high 1). Let cc~R, 0 <ct < 1. There exists 
a function E : Ni,, -+R + such that lim + 3. E = 0 and for every HEN, 12 3, there are at most 
((1 -a)/2)2’ distinct words SE{O, l}’ such that 
up(l)+k(l)<d’(S). 
6.4. Conventions 
We make, for the whole proof, the following assumptions about the numbers 
1, p, a, b and p and about the sets D and P: 
l~Nz+, 3 d 1, 
PEZ, 1 <p61/2, 
aeN, 1 da, 
bEN, 2Qb, 
PER, o<p< I/2: 
Dc[O..l), 
PCZ, P is a finite set. 
These assumptions are valid in lemmas and auxiliary definitions which are part of 
the proof. They will not be recalled there. For instance, Example Lemma 6.4 will be 
abbreviated to Example Lemma 6.5. 
Example Lemma 6.4. For every ~LER such that O<~L< I/2 and for every neZ, p#n. 
Example Lemma 6.5. For every ncZ, p#n. 
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6.5. Auxiliary lemmas 
Lemma 6.6 (approximation of (I)). For every n, dEN, 
d<(1/2--p)n- 1 implies 
n 
0 
d < 2ne-p3n. 
Proof (outline). Let us define q=L(1/2-p/2)nJ. 
(:)=n!/(r!(n-r)!), we can then state the following: 
v(=Cd.. 4)) 
Auxiliary Definition 
the numbers 
n 0 d <e-“3n2”. 0 
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Using the well-known equality 
6.7 (families &). For in [0 . . In p) and XE [0 . . l/1 n p), we define 
&=(xp+i)modI 
which form the families 
The numbers Fi, and the families pi depend on the numbers 1 and p but, for 
simplicity, 1 and p do not appear as indices in their notation. 
Lemma 6.8 (fundamental property of Fi). For every iE [0 . . 1 np), the family 9i con- 
tains exactly once every element of the set Ai = (( I n p)Z + i) n [0 . . I) and contains only 
elements of this set. 
Proof (outline). We call Im(Pi) the image of the family I, namely, 
For every x, y~[0.. l/l n p), the equation fix= FiY is equivalent to 
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which, thanks to the Gauss theorem [6], implies that x-y~(l/lnp)Z. Since 
-l/l n p < x - y < l/l n p, we get x = y. All the elements of the family pi are therefore 
distinct and the family contains every element of Ai at most once. 
Since all the elements of pi are distinct, the set Im(5i) contains l/lnp elements; 
Ai and Im(Pi) have, therefore, the same number of elements. Since, as the reader may 
easily verify, Im(Fi)cAi, we get Im(Fi)=Ai. The family Z& contains then each 
element of Ai at least once and contains no elements from outside Ai. q 
Lemma 6.9 (parity of the cardinal ). If A and B are finite sets, 1 A n B I has the same 
parity as I A( + (B(. In other words, 
JA a B(=IAI+IBl(mod2). 
The proof is left to the reader. 
6.6. The sets E,,, 
Let CL be defined as in Capital Lemma 6.2. We define then 
21nl 1 
&‘(l)=$(l)+~+C’ 
if &l(l)< l/2 and ~‘(1)<1/2, 
otherwise. 
The functions P’,E’ and E are then strictly positive, and satisfy 
lim +3a $=O, 
lim +3os’= , 0 
lim., E=O. 
(The easy, computational proofs of these facts are not reproduced here.) 
To prove Capital Lemma 6.2, it is now sufficient to establish, for every 1, the 
property that there are at most ((1 -a)/2)2’ distinct words SE{O, l}’ such that 
d(S)<up(l)-b(1). 
For 1 such that E’( 1) > l/2 or p’( 1) 2 l/2, we have a( 1) = 1 and the property trivially 
holds. We suppose therefore, for the rest of the proof, that E’(I)< l/2 and that 
p’(l)< l/2, and we establish the property in this case. 
Define 
d=Up(l)-b(l), 
E={S~{O,l}‘(d(S)<6}. 
(19) 
(20) 
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The property to be proved can then be expressed by the relation 
IE,&-@2! (21) 
By Definition 2.1, Eq. (20) can be rewritten as 
E=(SE{O,l}r~3(q~[1..1)) d(S,7,(S))<6}. (22) 
From the definition of the Hamming distance, it is easy to show that for every q~z 
and every SE{O, l}‘, 
and that 
We then 
d(S,7,(S))=d(S,71-,(S)) 
(22) is equivalent o 
~={SE{0,1)‘I~(pE[1..~1/2J])d(S,7p(S))<6). 
define 
Relation (23) can then be rewritten as 
tw1 
E= u E,. 
p=1 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
Let us define, for SE{O, l}‘, the set of differences Ds,p: 
D,,,={i~[O..l)lS[i]#~,(S)Cil}, 
Ds,,={i~[O..l)IS[i]#S[(i+p)modI]), 
and, for any D, let 
E,,D=(SE{O,~}‘ID~,P=D}. 
Then (24) may be rewritten as 
E,= u E,,D. 
IDI< 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
From Eqs. (25) and (29), we can deduce that 
twi 
IEls 1 C lEp,~l. 
p=l JDl<d 
(30) 
The rest of this proof consists in bounding the number of terms in this sum and in 
estimating 1 E,,DI as a function of 1, p and D. 
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6.7. More auxiliary lemmas 
Auxiliary Definition 6.10 (functions q[i] and expression f(D, i, j)). For ieN, let us 
define the functions cp, cp [ i] : (0, l} -+{O, l}: 
cp(x)=l-xx, 
cp co1 (4 = x3 
For iE[O..lnp) and jE[O..l/lnp], we define 
The expression f (D, i, j) depends on 1 and p, which, for simplicity, do not appear there 
as indices. 
Lemma 6.11 (relation between S[i], S[j] and Ds,J. Let SEE,,~. Then, for 
O<i<lnp and O< j<l/lnp, we have 
SC(i+pj)modII=cpCf(D,i,j)l(SCil). 
Proof. First, observe that for n even, cp [n] (x)=x and for n odd, cp [ n] (x) = 1 -x. 
We will prove the lemma by induction on j; the verification that the lemma holds 
for j=O is left to the reader. 
Let us assume the lemma to be true for j (with 0 < j < l/l n p) and prove it for j + 1. 
Under the lemma’s hypotheses, the fact that SEE,,~ (which implies D=Ds,& and 
relation (27), let us state the following: 
if(i+pj)modlED, S[(i+p(j+l))modl]=l-S[(i+pj)modl], 
otherwise, S[(i+p(j+l))modl]=S[(i+pj)modl]: 
which may be expressed as follows: 
S[(i+p(j+l))mod1]=cp[IDn{(i+pj)modljI](S[(i+pj)mod11) 
=cPCf(D,i,j+l)-f(D,i,j)l(SC(i+pj)modll) 
=rpCf(D,i,j+l)--f(D,i,j)l(cpCf(D,i,j)l(SCil)) 
S[(i+p(j+l))modl]=cpCf(D,i,j+1)1(SCil). q 
Lemma 6.12 (some E,,D are empty). Ii for some iE[O.. lnp), the number 
I((lnp)Z+i)nD( is odd, then E,,D=@. 
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Proof. Let ie[O..Inp) and let I((lnp)Z+i)nDI be odd. By Lemma 6.8, we get 
=(((lnp)Z+i)nDI; 
IytilD is then odd. Applying Lemma 6.11, for every SEE,,~ we get then 
sri,=,[/( D,i+)]~slil), 
S[i]=l-S[i] (since I~ilD is odd), 
which is impossible. Therefore, SEE,,~ is true for no S and E,,D=O. 0 
Lemma 6.13 (E,,D has at most 21np members). For every S’E(O, l} lnp, there exists at 
most one S such that SEE,,~ and the leftmost factor of S of length lnp is equal to S’. 
Proof. Let SEE,,~ and kE[O.. 1). Let i be the remainder in the division of k by lnp. 
Since Odi<lnp and ke((lnp)Z+i)n[O..l), Lemma 6.8 implies that for some 
je [0 . . l/l n p), we have k = (i + pj) mod 1. We can then apply Lemma 6.11 to get 
This formula shows that every bit in S can be determined as a function of 1, p, D and 
one of the 1 n p leftmost bits of S. Therefore, for any given values of 1, p and D, the left 
factor of S of length 1 n p uniquely determines S. 0 
6.8. The sets 9d,P 
For any dEN, let us define 
%,={DIlDl<d A E,,,Z0} (31) 
(the set 2&p depends on 1, but for simplicity 1 will not appear as an index in its 
notation). 
We can rewrite Eq. (30) as follows: 
(32) 
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By Lemma 6.13, for every DE~~,~, IEp,ol <21np and Eq. (32) implies that 
LU2J 
IElG 2 I%,p12’“p. 
p=1 
(33) 
Let us find two different (and both useful) upper bounds on ID6,& 
Since 9a,P is only composed of subsets of [O.. 1) containing less than 6 elements, 
we get 
and we can easily verify that the hypotheses of Lemma 6.6 hold (for p = p’( I)); in this 
way we get the first upper bound on G&: 
19a,Pl <Ie-@‘(‘)“2’. (35) 
Let us compute the second upper bound on aa, p. To simplify notation, we define the 
two intervals I and J: 
Z=[O..a(b-1)), 
J=[a(b-l)..ab). 
Auxiliary Definition 6.14 (sets 9&b,P). For every deN, let 
%a,b,P 
denote the set of sets D'c[O.. ab) such that ID'1 cd and, for every ie[O. .a), 
ID'n(aZ+i)l+IPn(aZ+i)l is even. 
Lemma 6.15. For every dEN, 
I~~,a,b,PI<2a(b-1). (36) 
Proof. Since the set I has a(b- 1) elements, there are at most 2”‘b- ‘) possible sets of 
the form D'n I. To prove the lemma, it will, therefore, suffice to establish that for fixed 
d,a, b and P, and under the condition that D'E9i,ll,b,p, the set D'nl uniquely 
determines D'. 
For every i, D'n(aZ + i) is the disjoint union of D'nl n(aZ + i) and 
D'n J n (aZ + i); therefore, 
)D'n(aZ+i)l=ID'nIn(aZ+i)l+ID'nJn(aZ+i)l. 
The number 
ID'nZn(aZ+i)l+ID'nJn(aZ+i)l+IPn(aZ+i)l 
is, therefore, even. The parity of ( D’ n J n (aZ + i) I is, hence, determined by D' n I. 
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On the other hand, we have 
Jn(aZ+i)=fi+U(b-1)). 
Therefore, 
(D’nJn(aZ+i)j even implies D’nJn(aZ+i)=@ 
JD’nJn(aZ+i)j odd implies D’nJn(aZ+i)={i+u(b-1)). 
In this way, D’ n I uniquely determines D’ n J n (uZ + i) for every i. The (easy to verify) 
equality 
a-1 
D’=(D’nZ)u u (D’nJn(uZ+i)) 
i=O 
implies then that D’nl uniquely determines D’. 0 
Lemma 6.16. For every d such that O<d<(l/2-p)ub-b, 
(37) 
Proof. For every value of a, we will prove the lemma by induction on b. 
First, we need to verify the lemma for b = 2. This verification, when fully described, 
is extremely long. For this reason, we will omit here numerous computational details. 
For any fixed d, a and P satisfying lemma’s hypotheses and for b = 2, we consider D’ 
as a variable satisfying D’E~?&~,~ and we estimate the number of values that D’ can 
take (this number is obviously equal to 19&2,PJ). 
We define the sets U and V: 
U=(iEZI(Pn(aZ+i)(E22}, 
V={iEZIIPn(aZ+i))$22}. 
It is easy to see that if ( VI >d, then 9&2,P=9) and the lemma holds. We suppose, 
therefore, that ( V( <d and verify the lemma in this case only. 
Let us quote the following, easy to establish, relations: 
Uu V=[O..a), 
Un V=0, 
U+acJ, 
V+acJ. 
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Let REV. The cardinal of D’n(aZ+i) is then odd and, since D’n(aZ+i)c {i,a+i}, 
we get 
a+iED' o ieD', 
ieD'-a o i$D'. (38) 
From here, we can deduce that 
Vn(D'-a)=V-D', 
(V+a)nD'=(V-D')+a. (39) 
Therefore, Vn D' uniquely determines ( VS a) n D'. By remarking that Vn D' can take 
at most 2’ “I different values, we conclude that ( Vu ( V+ a)) n D' can only take 2’ “I 
different values. 
From relation (39) we get 
I(V+a)nD’I+jVnD’I=I VJ; 
V and V+ a being disjoint, we conclude that I( Vu ( V+ a))n D'I = ( VI. Since the sets 
Vu ( V+ a) and U u ( U + a) are disjoint, we finally get 
((Uu(U+a))nD’I+I(Vu(V+a))nD’J<d, 
((Uu(U+a))nD'I<d-IV\. (40) 
A relation concerning U and analogous to (39) can be established: 
(U+a)nD'=(UnD')+a (41) 
and can be used to conclude that U n D' uniquely determines (U + a) n D'. 
Relation (41), together with the fact that U and U +a are disjoint, leads to the 
conclusion that 
IUnD'(=((U+a)nD'J 
=tl(Uu(U+a))nD'l, 
Since U n D' is a set containing less than (d - I V/o/2 elements chosen among the a - ( VI 
elements of U, it can take at most 
c a-l VI 
OQk<(&IVI)/2 ( > k 
different values; the same is true concerning (U u( U +a))n D' (since this set is 
determined in a unique way by U n D'). 
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From the fact that 
D’=((Uu(U+a))nD’)u((Vu(V+a))nD’), 
we finally deduce that D’ can take no more than 
OlX<L2 r-L “> 21vi 
different values: then 
I%,a,2,Pl~~ ( a-1 VI L(d-1 VI)/21 2’v’. > (42) 
We can verify the following relations (remember that I VI <d): 
,.<d-I VI 
-I”(f-P&)(U-lV1w, 
o<p: 1 
a-1 Vl-5 
which, together with (42), enable us to use Lemma 6.6 and obtain 
I%,a,2,~I Gae -I~a~a-l~l~13~~-lVl~~~-lVl~lVI 3 
from which we deduce that (37) holds and, thus, end the verification for b=2. 
Now, we suppose that b > 3 and that the lemma holds for b’= b - 1. Supposing that 
u,d, p and P satisfy the lemma’s hypotheses, let us establish relation (37). Let 
D’E%~,~,P. We can split D’ into the union of two disjoint subsets D, and Q: 
D,=D’nI, 
Q=D’nJ. 
By definition of 9&,a,b,P, for every i~[0.. a) we have 
ID’n(aZ+i)J+IPn(aZ+i)jE2N; 
this can be rewritten as 
ID1n(uZ+i)l+JQn(uZ+i)J+IPn(uZ+i)(E2N 
and, by Lemma 6.9, 
ID1n(uZ+i)l+J(P A Q)n(uZ+i)(E2N. (43) 
The fact that D1 c I and that 1 D1 ) + I Qj = 1 D’I, together with relation (43), enable us to 
state that 
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We have, therefore, established that every D’E~ &,a,b,P is the union of some Q c J and 
some D1~9&-~Pl,a,b-1,PaP. Then, 
%,a,b,PC QvJ (DluQIDlE~&-,Q,.a,b-1,PaQ}, 
I%,a,b,i’I< c I%-IQl.a,b-1,PAQi. (44) 
Q=J 
Let us split the sum (44) into two terms X and Y: 
I%,a,b,PI<X+ r, 
x= c 19&-lQl,a,b-l,PAQl, 
,Q,<(fj;-Jfl)a-l 
Y= c I%-IQl,a,b-1,PAQI. 
,Q,&$a-1 
The sum X is indexed by subsets of J having less than (l/2 - ~)a - 1 elements. Lemma 
6.6 implies then that the number of terms in the sum is less than or equal to 
c ; 
OSi<(l/Z-p)a-1 0 
< ae-“” 2”. 
From Lemma 6.15, we deduce that each term in X is less than or equal to 2”b-2a; 
therefore, 
X<ae-‘3”2”b-a (45) 
The sum Y, being indexed by subsets of J, contains at most 2” terms. Each term is of 
the form 
I%-IQl,a.b-1,P A QI, 
where 
After straightforward verifications, the induction hypothesis (Lemma 6.16 applied for 
b- 1) may be applied to give 
I%i-lQl ,a,b-LPA Q lae I< 
-_~‘a 2a(b- l)+(b- 1)-o 
Therefore, 
(46) 
and 
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The definition of GZ& P, together with Lemma 6.12, imply that g8,P c Qb,r n P,l,l n P,O; if 
we set p=p’( I), Lemma 6.16 implies that 
I%,Pldle- r’(I)~(InP)2I+(I/I”P)-lnP 9 
which is our second upper bound on $&. 
(47) 
6.9. Conclusion 
Let us use the two bounds (35) and (47) to estimate the sum described in (33). For 
1 n p< l/In 1, we have [by (35)] 
For lnp > l/In 1, we use (47), which implies, 
Iga p121nP~le--8’(I)3(lnP)21+I/InP, 
~~~,p~21”P~~2e-““I”I”“‘2f. 
(48) 
(49) 
For every term in the sum (33), either (48) or (49) holds. Therefore, 
LIP1 
[El< c max(le-“(‘)3121+l/lnJ,12e-p’(1)31/3n121)) 
p=l 
I~~Qmax(12e-P’(I)3121+I/l”I,13e-8’(1)31/1n121). 
(50) 
From-(50), using the definition of p’, we get (after a tedious computation) relation 
(21). 0 
6.10. The proof of Capital Lemma 6.3 
Let us describe the modifications that the proof of Capital Lemma 6.2 (Sections 
6.6-6.9) should undergo in order to become a proof of Capital Lemma 6.3. Note that 
the function E used in both proofs is the same. 
By analogy with the objects 6 and E [see (19) and (20)], we define 
S=up(l)+b(l), 
(51) 
The property to be proven [corresponding to (21)] can then be expressed by the 
relation [analogous to (21)] 
(52) 
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By analogy with (34), we get 
By analogy with Sd,, [see (31)], we define for any HEN, 
%,P={~I IDI>l-d A E,,,#@}. 
Then, in the same way as relation (34) is obtained, we get 
(53) 
(54) 
which, in turn, leads us to the first upper bound on ga,P [analogous to (35)]: 
(55) 
In order to obtain the second upper bound on Sa,P [analogous to (47)], we use 
Lemma 6.12 and get, for all i~[0.. Inp), 
DE%,p =P I((lnp)Z+i)nD[E2Z, 
DE%,p =c- l((lnp)Z+i)n([O..I)-D)I+I((lnp)Z+i)n[O..l)(E22. (56) 
The definition of Sd,, [formula (54)] implies that 
DE%.p + I[O..I)-DI<6. 
From (56) and (57), and from Auxiliary Definition 6.14, we get 
(57) 
Finally, by observing that the function transforming D (for D c [O.. 1)) into [O. . l)- D 
is bijective, we obtain 
and using Lemma 6.16, we get the second upper bound on S$, P (analogous to (47)): 
I%,,IGlep B’(l)~(lnp)21+1/lnP-InP (58) 
The two bounds (55) and (58) enable us to derive (52) in the same way as (21) is 
obtained in Section 6.9. 0 
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